
  

AGA (SW) 
 

MATCH SHEET 
 

AGA (SW) v Sherborne GC 
 

Date: 20 July 2022  Golf course: Sherborne GC 
 

Match AGA (SW) v South Winchester GC 
Name Hcp  CH SR Result Name Hcp  CH SR 

1 (1200) 
Steven Canning 3.4 4 0 5/4 David Backhorse 8 4 4 

Liam Rutter 13.7 16 16 Chris Cook 35 29 29 

2 (1210) 
Sooty (Steve) Sutcliffe Capt 14.7 17 10 2/2 Nigel Blackmore Capt 10 4 4 

Percy Darrett Thrower  4.7 6 0 Steve Reeves 22 14 14 

3 (1220) 
Marcus Murcott 16.6 20 14 2&1 Peter O’Brien 10 5 5 

Rai Milan  3.3 5 0 Bob Bailey 15 10 10 

4 (1240) 
Om Pun 4.2 5 0 3/2 David Taylor 14 8 8 

Lee Williams 9.4 11 5 Rob Cochran 14 8 8 

 
Result:  ..................3-1................................  Won By:  .................Sherborne GC.......................... 
 

Team Captain: ..SDW Sutcliffe          Signed:  ..SDW Sutcliffe..................... 
 
Hcp – WHS Handicap CH – Course Handicap SR – Strokes Received using 4BBB 90% difference. 
 
Report: For the match the weather was very kind, a slight breeze throughout, a very brief shower but generally excellent conditions, a great 
day to play golf. AGA SW did struggle to field a team of 10 due to unavailability, all of the reserves were also committed elsewhere, due to 
other Corps events.  Sherborne Capt agreed prior to the match to field 8 players. The first group went off the 1st at 1200 with temperature at 
around 23°c they had an uphill battle to content with shots given and the heat they fought hard but alas the gradient was too steep especially 
on an away course they had not played for many a year, Sherborne taking the first point. Sooty and Percy were following on playing the club 
2022 Captain and partner and after halving the first 4 holes quickly found themselves 2 down.  At the turn had fought back to all square. A 
Nip and tuck game, unfortunately were two down again after 16 missing a putt to win the hole to reduce the deficit to 1, another point to 



  

Sherborne but a well fought match. Marcus and Milan dovetailed very well together throughout their match, and at one point found 
themselves in control and found themselves 3 up, the wind on 15, 16 and 17th holes swirls around the valley making these holes tricky they 
battelled on and despite a comeback from the home team AGA SW were victorious by 2 & 1.  Om Pun and Lee Alfie brought up the final 
group @ 12:30 start time giving shots to the home team playing David and Rob steady and seasoned golfers, once again battling hard in a 
tight match but unfortunately losing by 3 and 2 to finish the match. A great day, fabulous course, a great match where the AGA SW were 
hosted by a fantastic team, plaudits need to be highlighted to the green staff, the course management team and caterers, Sherborne were 
victorious winning 3&1. Thanks to all those players who travelled and competed hard against a good side, looking forward to the return home 
match. 


